The theory of nucleation of nanoscale structures of the adsorbed atoms (adatoms), which occurs as a result of the self-consistent interaction of adatoms with the surface acoustic wave and electronic subsystem is developed.
Introduction
Recently, we have observed intensive researches into obtaining semiconductor structures with selfassembled nanoclusters by methods of molecular beam epitaxy [1, 2] , ion implantation [3, 4] and under the action of laser irradiation [5] [6] [7] , as well as the possibility of controlling their physical properties.
The non-linear diffusion-deformation theory of self-organization of nanoclusters of implanted impurities in semiconductors that considers an elastic interaction of the implanted impurities among themselves and with atoms of a matrix was developed in [8] . The impurity which gets to a matrix, leads to changes in its volume and energy, and the initial fluctuation of deformation under certain conditions causes the emergence of deformation-induced flows of the implanted impurities. As a result, there are forces in the non-uniform deformation-concentration field proportional to gradients of concentration and deformation which further deform the matrix. These forces are caused by an increase of initial fluctuation and lead to self-organization of clusters of impurities.
The information on nucleation (incipient state of the formation) of periodic nanostructures of adatoms and the implanted impurity is important for optimization of technological process and the predicted controlling of physical parameters of semiconductor structures with nanoclusters [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In particular, to calculate the symmetry, the period and the formation time of surface structures it is sufficient to analyze only the initial (linear) stage of the development of the defect-deformation instability [14] .
The theory of spontaneous nucleation of the surface nanometer lattice which is caused by instability in the system of the adatoms interacting with the self-consistent surface acoustic wave (SAW) was developed in [14, 15] . Within this theory, the conditions of the formation of nanoclusters on the surface of solid states are established and the periods of a nanometer lattice as functions of concentration of adatoms and temperature are defined. However, the offered theory adequately describes the processes of the formation of nanoclusters only at low temperatures. It is based on the fact that this model does not consider the temperature dependence of concentration of the adatoms, as well as the interaction of electronic and defect subsystems that significantly depends on the temperature.
Due to the high mobility of charge carriers, gallium arsenide is widely used in the production of quantum-dimensional structures and high-frequency lasers on their basis. A considerable attention of researchers has recently been paid to laser modification of the morphology of near-surface GaAs layers at which the conditions of the formation of nanoclusters are controlled [5, 6] . The purpose of this work is to study, on the initial states, the conditions of the formation of surface structures of adatoms and their periods in a semiconductor under the action of laser irradiation depending on temperature and doping degree. In this work, the temperature regimes and the influence of the degree of a doping of GaAs semiconductor on the formation of periodic nanometer structures of adatoms and their periods under the action of laser irradiation are investigated.
The model
The equations for the displacement vectors u of an elastic medium is of the form [16] :
where c l and c t are longitudinal and transversal sound velocities, respectively. Let the surface of semiconductor coincide with the plane z = 0 (z-axis is directed into the crystal depth). Let us assume that the surface perturbation of an elastic medium arises along the x-axis. We represent this perturbation in the form of a static SAW, which quickly fades into the depth of a semiconductor and has an amplitude growing with time [15] :
where k
; λ is the increment of defect-deformation instability [15] ; R and Q are SAW amplitudes.
Then, deformation ε on the semiconductor surface (z = 0) is of the form
Let us consider the alloyed n-GaAs semiconductor containing impurities (ionization donors, free electrons and adsorbed atoms of Ga which are also ionization donors). In this case, the electroneutrality condition can be presented as follows: of the defects generated under the action of laser irradiation that depends on its power: (2.6) where N + 0r (T ) = N ∞ 0r exp (−∆U /k B T ); ∆U is the formation energy of an adatom of Ga; k B is Boltzmann constant; T is temperature; N ∞ 0r is the surface concentration of atoms of Ga. The direction of the surface wave is determined by anisotropic properties of crystals. In particular, in [17] it is shown that the surface diffusion coefficient of Ga on GaAs (001) in the [011] direction is four times larger than the surface diffusion coefficient in the [011] direction.
Periodic surface deformation leads to spatial nonuniform redistribution of adatoms N (x), the modulation of the bottom of the conduction band and, respectively, to redistribution of the concentration of
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Temperature regimes of formation of nanometer periodic structure of adsorbed atoms in GaAs conduction electrons n(x) and the electrostatic potential ϕ(x): 9) where N 1 (q), n 1 (q), and ϕ(q) are the amplitudes of the corresponding periodic perturbations.
Then, taking into account (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), the Poisson's equation can be presented as follows:
− q 2 ϕ(q) = e ε 0ε a n 1 (q) − N 1 (q) , (2.10) where ε 0 andε are dielectric constant and dielectric permittivity of the medium, respectively; a is the lattice constant.
The equations for concentration of the charged adsorbed atoms are of the form 12) where Φ = e 2 /(ε 0ε a).
The density of the electron current j = nµ n ∂χ ∂x , (2.13) where µ n (T, n) is the mobility of electrons which depends on the temperature and the doping degree of semiconductor [18] ; the electrochemical potential χ is defined by the relation (2.14) where N i is the effective density of states; N i = 2 2πmk B T /h 2 3/2 ; a c is the constant of hydrostatic deformation potential of the conduction band. Then, taking into account (2.13) and (2.14), the continuity equation can be presented as follows:
Taking into account (2.4) and (2.7)-(2.10), the equation (2.15) can be written as follows:
Solving the system of equations (2.12) and (2.16), we obtain expressions for the amplitudes of the surface concentration of adatoms N 1 (q) and conduction electrons n 1 (q).
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The spatial nonuniform distribution of adatoms modulates the surface energy F (x), which leads to the appearance of lateral mechanical tension σ xz = ∂F N (x) /∂x, which is compensated by shift tension in the medium [15] . The boundary condition expressing the balance of lateral tension is as follows:
where E and ν are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
Besides, the interaction of adatoms with atoms of a semiconductor results in the emergence of the normal mechanical tension on the surface, and the corresponding boundary condition is of the form:
Thus, the system of homogeneous linear equations (2.17) and (2.18) for amplitudes R and Q is obtained and the dispersion dependencies λ(q) can be obtained from the condition of non-triviality of solutions (from the condition of equality to zero of the determinant of this system). q max at which the increment of defect-deformation instability λ has a maximum, defines the period of the dominating structure d = 2π/q max ( figure 3 ). The negative values of the increment of defect-deformation instability λ mean the attenuation of SAW and, respectively, the impossibility of the formation of periodic defect-deformation structures. Except the structure dominating in the linear approximation with an increment λ max (q max ), the whole continuum of structures with λ > 0 intensifies ( figure 1 and figure 2) .
Calculation results and their discussion
At an exit to the stationary regime, the increase in amplitude of the dominant structure (2.4), (2.7)-(2.9) will reach saturation due to elastic nonlinearity, but amplitudes with a smaller increment will continue to increase [20] . Thus, the spectrum of the generated modes can extend. However, in [20] it is shown that in solids with defects which are the centers of tension (θ > 0), only single-mode generation with q max is most often realized.
As seen from figure 1 
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Temperature regimes of formation of nanometer periodic structure of adsorbed atoms in GaAs At an increase of concentration of donors, the acoustoelectronic effects lead to an increase of the value of the increment of defect-deformation instability. Thus, in a semiconductor with a larger degree of doping by donor impurities, the processes of the formation of nanometer periodic structures should occur quicker.
The dependence of the period of the surface superlattice of GaAs adatoms on temperature is presented in figure 3 . Such a dependence is of a nonmonotonic character.
At high intensity of laser irradiation (N , the greatest value of the period is observed at temperature T = (320 − 380) K. At T → 0 or T → ∞, the period of defect-deformation structure decreases and approaches the value 2πl d . At a decrease of the degree of a doping (figure 3, curves 1 and 2), there are two critical temperatures T c,min and T c,max , for which only at T < T c,min and T > T c,max , the formation of the surface superlattice is possible. At T → T c,min and T → T c,max , the superlattice period increases monotonously and strives to infinity. At a decrease of intensity of laser irradiation (at a decrease of concentration of the adsorbed atoms), the temperature T c,min decreases, and the temperature T c,max increases [ figure 3 (b) ].
Our results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental results presented in works [21, 22] . In particular, in [21] it is shown that the formation of nanoclusters of gallium is observed on the laser illuminated part of the end surface of the quartz light guide at molecular beam epitaxy of Ga at a temperature of 100 K. At T = 300 K, the effect of self-organization of nanoclusters is not observed. In work [22] it is shown that the formation of nanoclusters at room temperature on the surface of strongly alloyed semi- It should be noted that at a considerable concentration of adatoms, the non-linear effects that can 
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